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Background: One of the most common therapeutic agent prescribed in health care settings are 

antimicrobial drugs. An infectious disease clinician along with infectious disease pharmacist is core 

members of an antimicrobial stewardship program. AMS in hospitals seek to optimize antimicrobial 

including in order reducing unwanted consequences of antimicrobial over use, lowered efficacy, emerging 

resistance pattern, adverse drug reactions, increase length of stay and additional cost of therapy. 

Objective: To evaluate the effectiveness of Antimicrobial stewardship program in reducing antimicrobial 

consumption in specialize cardiac care hospital. 

Method: It was a retrospective data analysis of consumption pattern of antimicrobials in specialized cardiac 

care hospital. Antimicrobial stewardship program was initiated at THI with the help of ID Consultant & 

Pharmacist in Jan 2019. First phase is to restrict usage of broad spectrum antibiotics. ID Clinician or 

pharmacist will review antibiotic orders for appropriateness after empiric therapy. We evaluate the AMS 

program outcomes by comparing pre-data (Jan – Dec 2018) & post intervention data (Jan – Dec 2019). 

Shift in consumption pattern is observed with indicator of DDD per 100 patient –bed for different restricted 

antibiotics. 

Results: Retrospective analysis of restricted antibiotics majority shows decrease in consumption after 

initiation of AMS in hospital. Over all therapy cost is also reduced with AMS initiation. Following decrease 

in DDD/ 100 patients are observed: Meropenem (10.88%), Vancomycin (12.62%), Pipercillin/Tazobactum 

(13.49%), Linezolid IV (28.3%) oral (25%), Imipenem (26.9%), Fluconazole IV (5.5%), Colistimethate 

sodium (17.4%). Only Tygicycline consumption is increased to 16.5%. Overall cost reduction in antibiotic 

therapy was also observed. 

Conclusions: AMS program can reduce consumption of antibiotics in specialized cardiac care hospital. 

Collaborative working of pharmacist with clinicians is vital in effective implementation of AMS program. 


